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Abstract

istic Reasoning (which includes Genetic Algorithms, Chaos
Theory, etc).
The arena of investment trading is one such field where
there is an abundance of noisy data. It is in this area that
traditional computing typically gives way to soft computing, as the rigid conditions applied by traditional computing cannot be met. This is particularly evident where the
same sets of input conditions may appear to invoke different outcomes, or there is an abundance of missing or poor
quality data.

This paper surveys recent literature in the domain of applying Soft Computing to Investment and Financial Trading. It
analyses the literature according to the style of soft computing used, the investment discipline used, the successes
demonstrated, and the applicability of the research to real
world trading. This papers contribution is to expose the
key areas where research is being undertaken, and to attempt to quantify the degree of successes associated with
the different research approaches.

1

There are a number of approaches within the literatures
which deal with applying soft computing techniques to
investment and trading. Although there appears to be no
formal segmentation of these different approaches, this
paper classifies the literature into the topics proposed by
Tan [1], and augments these classifications with one more
category, namely, Hybrid. These categories of soft computing, then, are:

Introduction

This paper surveys the literature on the utilization and successes of Soft Computing techniques in the Investment
arena. Where applicable, it suggests improvements to the
methodologies used to increase their practicality.
Investment trading is normally divided into two major
disciplines, Fundamental Analysis, and Technical Analysis. Papers concerned with applying Soft Computing to
these two disciplines are reviewed.

x Time Series – forecasting future data points using historical data sets. Research reviewed in this area generally attempts to predict the future values of some time
series. Possible time series include: Base time series data
(e.g. Closing Prices), or time series derived from base
data, (e.g. Indicators - frequently used in Technical
Analysis).
x Pattern Recognition and Classification – attempts to
classify observations into categories, generally by learning patterns in the data. Research reviewed in this area
involved the detection of patterns, and segregation of
base data into ‘winner’ and ‘loser’ categories.
x Optimization – involves solving problems where patterns in the data are not known, often non-polynomial
(NP)-complete problems. Research reviewed in this
area covered the optimal selection of parameters, and
determining the optimal point at which to enter transactions.
x Hybrid – this category was used to distinguish research
which attempted to exploit the synergy effect by combining more than one of the above styles.
There is a wide acceptance of the benefit of the synergy
effect, whereby the whole is seen as being greater than the
sum of the individual parts. This can be easily seen by
inspecting Table 1, which clearly shows that Hybrid techniques account for more than one-third of the research reviewed.

The papers reviewed are assessed and categorized according to the style of soft computing used, their investment
discipline, the degree to which they demonstrate their success, as well as their practicality for use as real world trading models.

2
2.1

Analysis of Methodologies Used
Analysis by Soft Computing Technique

Soft computing represents that area of computing adapted
from the physical sciences. Artificial Intelligence techniques within this realm attempt to solve problems by applying physical laws and processes. This style of computing is particularly tolerant of imprecision and uncertainty,
making the approach attractive to those researching within
‘noisy’ realms, where the signal-to-noise ratio is quite low.
Soft computing is normally accepted to include the three
key areas of Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, and Probabil-
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Table 2. Reviewed papers classified by Investment
Discipline

Further, the bias in this style of research towards technical
analysis techniques (see below) is also evident from the
table, with one-third of the research pursuing the area of
Pattern Recognition and Classification. Technical analysis
particularly lends itself to this style of research, as a large
focus of technical analysis concerns the detection of patterns in data, and the examination of the behavior of market
participants when these patterns are manifest.
Table 1. Reviewed papers classified by style of soft computing used
Research

Number

Paper

Classification

of papers

References

Time Series Prediction

6

[2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7]

Pattern Recognition
& Classification

11

[8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16],
[17], [18]

Optimization

2

[19], [20]

Hybrid

11

[21], [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29],
[30], [31]

2.2

Research

Number

Paper

Classification

of papers

References

Fundamental
Analysis

3

[29], [7], [13]

Technical Analysis

23

[20], [19], [28],
[27], [26], [25],
[24], [23], [22],
[21], [31], [30],
[5], [4], [2], [18],
[16], [15], [14],
[12], [10], [9],
[8]

Combined

4

[6], [3], [11],
[17]

Although many practitioners feel a strong divide between
Fundamental techniques, and Technical techniques, there
appears to be a growing acceptance amongst the investment
community that the techniques may be viewed as complementary. Indeed, as earlier as 1992, Taylor and Allen conducted a survey on behalf of the Bank of England, and their
findings indicated that a high percentage of chief foreign
exchange dealers already considered fundamental and
technical techniques as complementary strategies, preferring fundamental analysis for long-term horizons, and technical analysis for shorter term horizons [32].

Analysis by Investment Discipline

There are predominantly two schools of thought concerning investment trading, namely Fundamental Analysis and
Technical Analysis.
Fundamental Analysis provides a framework for examining
the underlying forces that affect the price of an investment.
Fundamental analysis techniques give rise to investment
approaches like Value Investment. This style of investment espouses the view that investing is the process of determining the fair value of an individual investment, and
purchasing that investment at or below that fair value.

Research using soft computing techniques is particularly
data intensive, as soft computing techniques generally require a large set of data on which to learn. This may go
some way towards explaining the apparent large bias of the
research of this nature to focus on technical analysis.
Typically, the technical analysis data used in the majority
of research is daily data, which is easily obtained and available in large quantities. Conversely, the data normally
used for fundamental analysis is yearly data, often sourced
from company balance sheets, or other accounting publications.

The other main school of thought concerning investment
trading is Technical Analysis. This style of trading is concerned primarily with the study of past trading data, believing this is reflecting the behavior of market participants.
Such trading data includes prices, volume and open interest.

3

Both disciplines are concerned with attempting to predict
likely future prices movements, and seek to capitalize on
these predictions with trading models.

Analysis of Investment Performance

There are a number of measures of success in common use
throughout the research reviewed.
Soft computing
achieves its benefits from a learning process, which generally allows the specific soft computing techniques the ability to repeatedly assess their own learning using some form
of feedback mechanism. This lends itself to the creation of
an error function, and most forms of soft computing attempt to minimize this error function. As the value of the
error function is decreased, the soft computing technique is

This paper classifies the reviewed literature in one of three
categories, namely Fundamental, Technical, or Combined,
with Combined representing some mix between the two
techniques. Table 2 presents the results of this classification for the papers reviewed.
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said to be learning the relationship between the various
inputs and outputs provided.
Although this is an excellent way of providing a soft computing technique with the ability to assess its own degree of
learning, it does not necessarily deliver results consistent
with the expectations of the trainer. In the area of investment trading, a trainer typically wants to maximize returns,
or minimize time in the market, or some other specific attribute of the domain being studied. This leads to something akin to an impedance mismatch, which may result in
a trained process delivering a poor outcome in its specific
domain. This problem may also result from the trainer
attempting to predict something too specific, such as the
price of an individual investment, when the trainer may
well have achieved a far better result by attempting to predict only the direction of the price movement, as suggested
by Tan [1].

In the case of Mizuno, Kosaka et al. [9] which did not outperform the buy-and-hold strategy overall, the results presented demonstrate that the system developed did exceed
the buy-and-hold strategy for buy situations. However,
performance achieved during sell situations was less than
optimal. Overall, the combined results achieved a slightly
lower rate of profit for the soft computing approach (1.20)
compared with a rate of profit (1.21) for the buy-and-hold
strategy. The authors propose that this could be due to the
increasing upward trend in price change throughout the
simulation period.
Table 4 below categorizes those papers which do not lend
themselves to the primary classification of increasing investment returns. These papers occasionally rate their own
performance by comparison to statistical techniques, or by
comparison to the results which would be obtained without
the use of soft computing, for example, by applying technical analysis or fundamental analysis alone. More often,
however, there is a tendency to conclude with statements of
a broadly positive nature.

It should be mentioned that much of the work in the area of
applying soft computing to investment trading has been of
an evolutionary approach. That is, much of the earlier
work was concerned only with establishing whether a particular soft computing approach could outperform some
corresponding regression technique. It was some time before soft computing firmly established itself, and the research involving forecasting was mature. Until this point
had been reached, it was not common to continue on and
implement the particular technique as a trading mechanism.

Table 4. Benchmarking performance
comparator other than Buy-and-Hold
Research
Classification

Result1

For the purposes of this review, the research is classified
according to what is assumed to be the most likely desired
criteria of success, namely, the ability to increase investment returns above and beyond that achieved by using a
buy-and-hold naïve approach. Table 3 shows whether the
papers reviewed outperformed the naïve strategy, or
whether their performance was classified in another way.

Comparison to
Statistical
Technique
Comparison to
same technique
without
soft
computing

Table 3. Benchmark performance against the buy-andhold approach

Other

Research

Number

Paper

Classification

of papers

References

Outperforms Buyand-Hold

4

[27], [6], [12],
[18]

Does not outperform
Buy-andHold

1

[9]

See Table 4

25

4
[19], [20], [29],
[30], [21], [31],
[22], [23], [24],
[25], [26], [28],
[4], [7], [2], [3],
[5], [8], [10],
[13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [11]

using

Number

Paper

of
papers

References

1

1

[7]

8

8

[19], [20],
[29], [22],
[25], [26], [2],
[3]

N/A

16

[30], [21],
[31], [23],
[24], [28], [4],
[5], [8], [10],
[13], [14],
[15], [16],
[17], [11]

a

Analysis of Applicability to Non-Academic
Community

The final categorization of the papers reviewed concerns
the applicability of the research results to the non-academic
investment community. This section briefly outlines the
requirements of the non-academic community in the form
1
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Number of Papers that Outperformed relative to the basic comparison technique

of two major constraints, namely Money Management, and
Trading Costs.
Money Management techniques are directly related to the
methods by which traders control their capital. Every
trader has restrictions not only on the amount of capital that
can be employed, but also how that capital is to be expended in trading activities. Typically, this relates to various position sizes that a trader can control, and also the
restrictions on holding those positions in the event of price
moving against the trader. These restrictions placed on a
trader would be rigidly enforced, in terms of position size,
equity invested in specific positions, and the amount of
drawdown which could be tolerated before trading was
halted. None of the papers reviewed implemented money
management techniques. For a detailed explanation of
money management techniques, the reader may wish to
refer to Elder [33].

- other
Not applicable2

5

x transaction costs (brokerage),
x gaps (potentially large price changes, outside of trading
hours),
x bid-ask spreads
For a detailed explanation of the costs involved in the trading process, the reader may wish to refer to Babcock [34].

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in surveying this style of
literature is to be found in classifying successes. Very few
papers measure success in terms of outperforming a buyand-hold approach. This measure is extremely important in
this domain, as the majority of implementations can only
be compared to each other in this way. There are a number
of papers which demonstrate success within a very narrow
time frame, or small data window, or indeed, propose several alternative models, and demonstrate one model to be
superior to the other alternatives.
No research was found to be directly transferable to the
non-academic arena, due to the lack of trading constraints
implemented. Further, it was clear that a number of papers
demonstrated results that could not be captured in practice.
This was found, for example, in papers that demonstrated a
superior return, but only in the absence of transaction costs.
Earning a small return per transaction without taking transaction costs into account demonstrates a successful result.
The effect of transaction costs upon such a system would
be catastrophic. It is felt that this situation could be improved by implementing simple constraints such as ac-

Table 5. Reviewed papers classified by implementation
of real-world trading constraints
Paper

Classification
Money Management

0

None

5

[23], [25],
[30], [2], [4]

References

Trading Costs
-

transaction
costs

0

Conclusions

Within the area of soft computing styles, the survey finds
that the majority of research is within the area of both Hybrid systems, and Pattern Recognition and Classification.
It is suggested the reason for this is that the technical analysis approach lends itself towards the pattern recognition
and classification areas. Also, many hybrid systems
include pattern recognition and classification as one of
their constituents.

Accounting for these costs can easily turn a system with a
positive return into one with a negative return. For example, a system which has a high number of trades, each generating very little profit would appear as a successful system in terms of rate of return. However, taking transaction
costs into account could see the profit earned quickly
eroded in paying transaction costs. Only five of the papers
reviewed accounted for trading costs, and these papers specifically only accounted for transaction (brokerage style)
costs. Typically, these papers allowed 1% of the cost of
the trade as expended on brokerage. Table 5 demonstrates
the degree to which the reviewed papers implemented realworld trading constraints.

Number of
papers

[21], [31], [7],
[14], [15],
[16]

This paper has surveyed recent and key literature in the
domain of applying Soft Computing to Investment and
Financial Trading. It categorized the papers reviewed according to their investment discipline, the style of soft
computing they used, the degree to which they demonstrated their success, and finally, their applicability as real
world trading models.
Within the context of investment discipline, the survey
shows that the majority of this type of research is being
conducted in the field of Technical Analysis. As discussed
in the survey, soft computing is particularly data intensive,
and it is suggested that this observation goes someway to
explaining this obvious bias in research.

Trading costs refers to the amount of cost expended to earn
a given return. Traders are subject to a variety of costs,
such as:

Research

6

2
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These papers did not implement trading systems, thus they had
no need for money management techniques, or accounting for
cost.

Proceeding of Artificial Intelligence in the Pacific Rim.
1991.

counting for transaction costs, and simple money management techniques to control position sizing.
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